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ABSTRACT: Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda (Capua 1834 - Palermo 1911) studies in Naples, and in 1859, achieves
the degree at the Scuola di Applicazione di Ponti e Strade established in 1811 on the model of the famous
École d’Application des Pont et Chaussées in France. He links up a strictly technical formation with his personal
artistic inclination pursued with private lessons both of painting and of architecture. After having moved to Sicily, Damiani Almeyda works in the Municipality of Palermo Technical Office, where he designs and builds a series of constructions which represents an abacus of the new building types for the XIX century town: from theatres to markets, from municipality palaces to archives, from workers’ houses to schools, from urban galleries to
monuments and celebration apparatuses, from streets to sewage systems. Entirely unrelated, as the whole of
the XIX century culture, to the current specialisation that split, with meticulous and perhaps unavoidable precision, the architecture’s design, Damiani Almeyda spans on the contrary a vast field of competences on which
he possesses a deep knowledge: from the restoration of ancient monuments to the design of new structures.
The proposed case, which illustrates the metallic dome of the Politeama theatre in Palermo, exemplifies the
second of the two pointed out items while in a companion paper, which analyses the restoration design for the
Marsala’s Cathedral dome, the first item is treated.

INTRODUCTION
When, in 1865, Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda (1834-1911) was appointed by Palermo’s Municipality to design a
day theatre, for a number of public performances, he was in his early thirties and had been working for the
municipal engineering and design department for about one year. He had a very strict technical educational
background, refined during the years he attended the Scuola di Applicazione di Ponti e Strade in Naples (from
1854 through 1859), as well as through his artistic training when he took private lessons with the painter
Giuseppe Mancinelli, quite popular in 19th-century Naples, and in the studios of the most successful professionals and masters, from Enrico Alvino to Luigi Laino.
Over the years, he learned how to combine the refined elements of a predominantly artistic education with
the meticulous and punctual approach of scientific studies, building up a number of competences and skills
which outlined his role as an artist and as a scientist – and none of these aspects overpowered or cancelled
the other, in the course of his professional career. Endowed with a strong awareness deriving from his architectural history studies and following the example set by those who “were both painters and architects in the past
(…) Giotto, Orcagna, Arnolfo di Lapo, Vignola, Bramante, Michelangiolo and Raffaello”, Damiani pursued with
determination and equal inclination the two sides that have always confronted each other in the field of construction: science and art.
The story of the design and the building site of Palermo’s Politeama theatre illustrates such varied aspects and
is certainly a particularly interesting case-study because it involves both the area covered by artistic debate,
namely the controversy on the Architecture Polychrome, and the most advanced technical experimentations
such as the construction of an iron roofing, already conceived during 1865 in its essential features, in a city like
Palermo, remote from the great capitals where new materials and new building methods were being experimented.
FROM DESIGN TO BUILDING SITE 1865-1874
Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda arrived in Sicily as an official of the Corpo degli Ingegneri di Ponti e Strade, in
1859. Only one year later Sicily become part of the Kingdom of Italy and underwent radical changes in its
administrative and bureaucratic structures. The system in force under the Kingdom of the Due Sicilie was re-
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placed by the Savoy state organisation; it is within this context, in 1863, that Palermo’s municipal engineering
and design department was set up, for which Giuseppe Damiani worked from the very outset until 1901. As an
engineer working for the engineering and design department, he was in charge of designing the Politeama,
“a great Theatre for all kinds of performances, from Olympic Circus to music, during the day and at night, and
mainly used for public entertainment”.
Municipal authorities, when commissioning the task, did not require a strict functional schedule, but suggested
that the architect should set out on a long study journey across various Italian cities, to examine the features
and the shapes of some of the most important theatres of the same kind that had already been built.
On 12 September 1865, Damiani left for Naples that, together with Florence, was the most significant destination of his journey, which later included Pisa, Livorno, Spoleto, La Spezia. Using paper, pencils and water colours, Damiani wrote down ideas, took measurements, examined various aspects: from the capacity to the
building methods used, from the language to the planimetric layout. But ever since the start, the key issue was
that of the roofing: the politeama theatre structure, as a matter of fact, allowed for the possibility of open air
performances, in a sort of arena, as is the case, for example, in Florence’s Politeama.
While he was still travelling, Damiani devised the essential lines of what, once back to Palermo, would quickly
become a complete project in the next few months.
Through the notes and the sketch books from his journey, we may follow the project as it developed: Damiani
already knew the location for the future theatre, as well as its size. In addition, he had the responsibility of
completing a project that would be a considerable economic burden for the Municipality: the politeama
theatre was indeed an investment that the Municipality intended to make, since after building the theatre, it
would be rented out to the companies that would stage the performances. It was therefore necessary for it to
appeal to theatre managers looking for success and profit, and thus to provide considerable capacity. In order to maximise its exploitation, he therefore ruled out the possibility of leaving it without a roofing, which
would only enable its use for a few months each year, and expose it to unfavourable weather conditions.

Figure 1/4: Sketches from travel album (1865) and Politeama metallic roof design (1866); (DPA).
On the way back, he drew up pages of notes, calculations and drawings. He initially identified the type of
theatre to be used: a combination of a modern theatre with boxes, used for music and drama performances
alike, and the ancient egg-shaped theatre, which could be used for circus shows. The latter was selected because of its considerable seating capacity in the layout and of the good acoustics offered by its elliptical
shape, but Damiani also decided to alter the building proportions in order for it to be roofed and to insert a
necessary harmonic arch to the stage. Volumes and dimensions took shape on his sketch books, but the issue
of roofing was also tackled while on the road, in October and November 1865, using graphic analyses, calculations and drawings: the size of the ellipse conceived by Damiani was 50 m x 34 m and required of course a
roofing with no intermediate supports or tie bars. The height of the theatre perimeter walls - about 20 m –
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raised the issue of thrust resistance and therefore of overturning. Moreover, during this first phase, Damiani
conceived the idea of a transparent roofing made of iron and glass, and therefore of a structure that would
visually confirm the light and lively nature (figures 1-3).
A first hypothesis consisted in a roofing made up of a series of meridian arches, that would form a “concave
annular vault”. “Those T-shaped iron meridians in the american system are supported on the top by a parallel
formed by iron reinforced beams, and surmounted by the props of the central lantern; on that utmost parallel,
they shall transfer to the vault the loads deriving from said lantern”. With said “elliptical turret, 44 m long and
16.80 m wide – thus reducing that huge width amounting to 34 m by more than half – the conditions are ideal
to build an ordinary roof, as secure as it would be if it was installed on very sound eaves walls”.
Once he was back in town, Damiani finalised the ideas he developed during his journey, confirming the concept of a theatre that would be “totally roofed, in order for it to be used all-year-round, and providing considerable sunshine during day performances, without employing a crystal roofing due to the drawbacks of oozing, dripping, of the noise caused by raindrops and hail, of the frightening effect of lightening during the
storms”. The satisfaction with “such a work having been drawn up in three months” mixed with amazement
and maybe even fear. Therefore the final sentence of the report sounds reassuring, more to him than to the
client:
I am sure that we should be confident of the fact that even if the work of a whole year has been carried out
in such a short period of time, the project is so accurately designed that no additional art difficulty shall be
met during execution, which is also proven by looking at the archetype – now almost completed – being
1/50th of the true building
The seven plates handed in reproduced already all the choices characterising the project: type and shape,
construction method, layout and decoration would not be modified in the course of the long construction
works (figures 4-6).

Figure 5: Politeama Theatre façade (1866) (DPA).
With unchanged amazement, Damiani would recall, many years later, the lack of obstacles and difficulties in
the phase of the project planning permission: ‘No art design of mine has ever been welcomed and approved
by the Municipality without an outraging internal and external war, except for the Politeama project, which
was approved without any prior examination on the part of the so-called ‘art men’. This happened because
they either did not understand its importance, or they wanted to avoid any type of debate which would lead
to useless scandals, or because they trusted me, or finally to make me fully responsible for the whole work’
(Damiani 2001). The long construction works were treated otherwise, much criticised by many and on various
occasions.
The drawings handed in outlined a project designed with great care and passion, but certainly still far from the
accuracy needed in a working plan. The decision to start the works was sudden: the town was affected by
upheavals and riots in late 1866 and opening a construction site that would offer jobs to the masses of exhausted workers, usually worn-out by poverty, was used as a means to re-establish a less uproarious atmos-
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phere in town. The decision was a political one and Damiani worked hard, as he would later remember, designing at night what would be executed the following day.
On 1 February1867 the works were entrusted to the Galland firm which had won the contract, and the building
site and the foundation excavation were fenced; in May, the walls were being built, and in December the
works had already reached the harmonic arch on the stage. The building site office consisted of a drawer appointed by the municipality, of a young engineer, Enrico Naselli Di Chiara, to whom Damiani entrusted the
accounting, and of another engineer, Stefano Provenzales, who drew the working plans. The story of the construction site would be marked by political battles and professional hard feelings; a first board of inquiry was
set up as of 1868. The compliance of the procedures and works carried out by Damiani was attested by such
board.
In 1869 Damiani designed the metal roofing over the stage, with a system consisting of two main metal arches
almost concentric, linked up and stiffened with a series of struts. Three chains absorbed the thrusts from the
main arches and supported the necessary lattice floors to support and handle the stage machinery.
The famous hinged connection was used to remove perpendicular strain from all along the main arches,
which, combined with the stress on the key point, may cause the breaking. At the impost, the shell is laid on
a system of bronze elements able to free the shell as much as possible from the stress caused by temperature alterations and by sudden load movements due to handling works on the stage (impossible to assess
with a calculation) as well as to decrease the thrusts that would be caused to the masonry supports.
The works were suspended and resumed various times and were completed by early 1874, when, unexpectedly, the municipality decided to open the Politeama although it was still not roofed over the performance
hall and was still lacking any other finishing.
The theatre opening, maybe decided (at least this is what Damiani suspected) to celebrate the theatre’s and
therefore the designer’s failure, was a success; The Montagues and the Capulets confirmed the theatre’s perfect acoustics even without a roofing.

Figure 6: Politeama Theatre section on the hall (1866); (DPA).
THE HALL ROOFING 1874-1877
Between the end of 1874 and the beginning of 1875, Damiani studied the hall roofing, certainly the most difficult work of the whole construction from a structural viewpoint. If the roofing of the stage area was defined ‘a
common iron construction’, this was not the case for the roofing of the performance hall (Damiani, 2001).
Damiani had already planned metal covering systems during his schoolyears; his interest in this new technology is confirmed by his design of a greenhouse (before 1859), his design of a model market to be built in Palermo (1865) and, lastly, by the markets actually built in Palermo between 1865 and 1869: the fish market in
Porta San Giorgio and the foodstuff market in Piazza degli Aragonesi. Several references to this kind of works
can be also found in the Damiani’s library: from the Baltard and Callet’s work illustrating the Halles Market just
built in Paris, to the yearly magazine of the Revue Générale de l’Architecture et des Travaux Publics with examples well known to Damiani like the Parisian circles by Hittorff, and even collections of images on the Crystal
Palace in London, to mention just a few examples.
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But this time Damiani had to deal with a situation requiring different solutions as he himself accurately pointed
out in his report where he also highlighted clearly some examples taken as reference:

Figure 7/8: Politeama Theatre’s layout with the projection of the roof structure (Civica Galleria d’Arte Moderna
E. Restivo, Palermo); perspective pf the metallic roof (1882); (DPA).
… would any roofing be suitable for our case, or should we choose one in particular for our specific problem? Is a common type to be used or is a particular one required? There is no doubt that the question is serious, but the answer is quite easy. Let’s see what the great Masters of Art have done: Hittorff in his Parisian
circles built a completely new twofold roofing and representing a special solution for his problem, the three
engineers that built the Crystal Palace reinforced the centrings with another special system, The Milan Gallery is built in a way expressly designed for the given elements, Ballard and Callet, the authors of the Halles
Centrales in Paris, invented new shells for the roofing of this really gigantesque construction. The Central Exhibition Hall in Vienna features a shell completely different from those designed until then. All these great
works do not show at all the idea of an only Polonceau, a common truss. It deals with works all suitable for
that particular case, none of the, drawn from the common repertoire, namely the roofing of stations, stores
and factories. And the reason is clear: where there is art, beauty, light, harmony, elements are imposed; the
problem must be solved according to beauty, art, light and harmony. Where there is industry, economy,
advantage, the solution is limited, therefore we can find the roofing of the Porta San Giorgio Market built in
the Polonceau system, the Aragonesi roofing made using the same system, the roofing of R. Fonderia
Oretea also built with a more or less complex Polonceau system, or the reinforced ranges, or even less, the
only iron sheets put in contrast such as the slipway (...). It is the architect that values as essential the beauty
of the crown of his building, especially in architecture. He wants to get outside an outline, a certain mass,
that balances and combines with his architecture, and inside a wonderful, light, shiny, aired, harmonic
dome that can be decorated. Just as the artist has assigned the invariable limits of the problem to the scientist who, forced to follow the reason of art, is between the two teguments of the roofing and of the dome
in seeming wood, and like a spider, he must weave his ingenious iron web and wishes to be free to make
this work as cheap, solid, scientifically elegant as possible, provided that he keeps within the limits strictly
imposed by the art of beauty. Here are the elements of the problem, here are the boundaries of the plan of
art, here is the heart of the examination, here are the limits of the discipline.
Indeed, as we read from the architect’s words, this time it is the shape that determines the structure and not
the other way round, as the Politeama’s decorative vault, “to be built in wood, fixed on the device of the iron
frame, required it to have a specific shape. In other terms, the architectural shape prevailed over the mechanics, reversing what usually happens with metal frames’ (Damiani, 2001).
The delicate balance between structure and shape is one of the issues that, even from a theoretical point of
view, fascinated Damiani, far from those structural bravura that represented an amazing expression of new
materials’ potential, as prove the words used to describe Allessandro Antonelli: “Antonelli’s mixed constructions will undoubtedly be famous for their height, but not for their beauty”. On the contrary, he was firmly convinced that
… the reasons behind the beauty in architectural inventiveness (…) are twofold, that is: construction and
aesthetics, merging in a single object, indivisible and complementary, as one represents the measure and
the opportunity of the other; therefore a mechanic fault reveals a mistake in the artistic concept, and vice
versa (…).
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Yet, although Damiani had already proved he was able to complete very demanding works, once again the
town council questioned the project outcome and a new board was required to assess the roofing project,
designed between late 1874 and early 1875.
Damiani thus explained to the board, almost in a didactic way, the reasons that had led him to select that
specific project solution. And he started by examining the discarded options:
… during my study, a poor reinforced dome collapsed with its meridians and parallels, it collapsed and will
never stand up again. It was followed by the Polonceaus, the hurdles, the parabolic elements, the animated polygons and there was a slaughter of sheds, but that wasn’t such a loss: I had narrowed the borders
of my problem, so much the better.
After a long and articulated demonstration of the lack of efficiency of such systems, which cannot be quoted
here, he finally motivated the system he had chosen.
The structural element representing the hinge of the roofing project is what Damiani called “Crane”, “with its
anchorage, its fulcrum, its tie bars and its head load, like a building site or a dock crane”.
Such system, although visually similar to the one using the meridians that he had originally conceived, profoundly differed from it in terms of behaviour and stress: whereas the meridians need the parallels, as well as
an articulate and burdensome system at the impost and at the moulding, the “Crane” forces never overcome
their vertical plane (figures 7-8).
In short, the device of the Vault with Meridians thrusts the sides that would be uselessly made up for with
gold, whereas the device of the Crane Vault causes uplifts that may easily be controlled with limited effort.
The first system creates a series of thrusts that must be pitifully fought, and not necessarily with success; the
second creates vertical and only vertical stresses and uplifts, which may be won without spending any
money, but with some mechanical wit. Here lies the specific difference between the two solutions, and its
extent is such that I do not think any confusion in language may be justified (…) If I had invented the anchorage system I have adopted for the Cranes, I would think of myself as a clever man. But in spite of my
being narrow-minded, I am an overt enemy of mystery and plagiarism, therefore I confess that I have copied such anchorage from the hangers of suspended bridges. These hangers push the moorings from the
bottom upwards.

Figure 9: Politeama Theatre section on the hall and on the stage (1882); (DPA).
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Figure 10: Politeama Theatre transversal section on the hall (1879); (Civica Galleria d’Arte Moderna E. Restivo,
Palermo).
He then articulated the measurement of accidental loads and the wind and all the calculations based on a
wide and updated bibliography: from Cavalieri (Mantova 1855) to De Cesare (Napoli 1855), from Menin (in
the translation by Cantalupo Milano 1854) to Claudel, but most of all “finally Clericetti, professor in Milan at the
Istituto Superiore, modern, still living and hopefully so for many years to come”.
The static conditions of the Crane have been determined through moment equations, which have provided the measurements of all stress forces on the construction, (…) the size of the various elements composing the device have been determined using the new method of the Graphostatics – elegant, prompt
and delicately accurate.
The drawings do justice to the structural elegance of the solution adopted. The system consists of two vaults,
one on top of the other: the lower one, corresponding to the second cavea, lies on sixteen supports on the
cast iron columns and eight wall joints; the columns are connected to each other and kept each in its position
by a double truss; from each column, a parabolic rib (crane) branches off, all of which are connected on top
to a polygon inscribed in an ellipse, a St. Andrew’s cross-shaped shell makes the positions of the various supports crushproof. On the polygon inscribed in the ellipse lies the second vault made of much lighter cambers
(main arches), converging towards a groove ellipse that supports the lantern (figures 9-11).
Two vaults are clearly built one on top of the other; the first is very stable and formed by the cranes, the
second is much lighter and made of arches. A completely different layout would have meant a huge
height, a strong key pressure and a wide environment, where sound waves would bounce at long intervals,
producing dissonances, and this without accounting for the great difficulty linked to framing.
The system was challenging and his self-confidence and confidence in his means and skills did not prevent
him from looking for expert advice; therefore in April 1875 Damiani sent the roofing report and the drawings to
Alfredo Cottreau in Naples, director of the Industria Italiana Costruzioni Metalliche, who reassured him on the
solutions chosen.
Before the municipality finally decided to commission the roofing construction, the Fonderia Oretea in charge
of the works, required to manufacture metal frames, had to take on the responsibility for the work’s positive
outcome, as well as being accountable in the event of its failure.
The Prussian engineer, Mr Theis, Director of the Foundry, had no doubts – nor did Ignazio Florio, who was the
owner.
Throughout 1876 the working plans for the frames were continuously drawn up and handed in; the metal structure was mounted in the following year. The iron roofing model was displayed at the Conference of Engineers
in Naples in 1879 and was awarded the gold medal.
Yet, in that year, Damiani was already working on a different issue related to the theatre – the project, illustrated by twenty large boards, of its polychrome pictorial decoration.
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Figure 11: Constructive detail of the metallic structure; (Civica Galleria d’Arte Moderna E. Restivo, Palermo).
CONCLUSIONS
Damiani’s graphic skills and his talent as a water colourists have often been factiously interpreted by his contemporaries as the sign of the personality of a ‘decorator’; such recurring accusations in the press at the time
have subsequently turned into a persistent historiographic cliché, based on which academic scholars, always
looking back to the ancient models, are allegedly in contrast with modern constructors of new ones. The former are said to linger over surveys and eclectic recoveries of the languages of the past, whereas the latter
boldly experiment new techniques and materials. Palermo’s Politeama represents an excellent case-study to
controvert what is left of such points of view and theories. Enveloped by a delicate texture made of paintworks
and polychrome wall frescoes, in line with the debate that had involved France’s major architects in the 19th
century, roofed by a bold metal structure that solved the issues related to acoustics, spatiality, language, and
of course stability, the Politeama reasserts Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda’s double nature – as a scientist and as
an artist.
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